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Maximizing Your Brand
Restaurant Owner Boocamp™ Components

Two-days of LIVE training in Scottsdale, AZ
 

A 30-Day Action Plan
 

A flash drive loaded with 300 templates, files, and resources to use.

 

Disocunted VIP Ticket to my 3-Day LIVE Conference: 

The Restaurant Success Summit™

 



AUTHOR, SPEAKER, CHEF, AND CONSULTANT

NEARLY 4 DECADES IN THE RESTAURANT
INDUSTRY

Known for his straight no BS approach to running a restaurant.

Donald is the author of three books that cut through the real

reasons your restaurant might just suck! His first book: Your

Restaurant Sucks won Industry Book & Author of the Year from

the 2019 Nightclub & Bar Awards.

Get real solutions from an industry veteran who has not only

been an executive chef with Wolfgang Puck, he has been a

restauranteur, corporate chef, and is a consultant to a $4B

foodservice distributor. 

Donald Burns
The Restaurant Coach



OF BUSINESSES IN THE UNITED STATES WILL
FAIL WITHIN THEIR FIRST 10 YEARS

Stats That Suck!

If you want to increase your chances of you beating those odds.

You must have a serious plan for what to do, when to do it, and

how to adjust with things go sideways. You must look at your

business differently than how you do right now. 

96%



My Business Goal
Actually It's More of an Obsession

Anyone who says that working in a restaurant is easy, is crazy. It's

hard work period. However, you also don't have to allow your

restaurant to run you. I know. I did when I first started out with

my first restaurant back in 1996. I allowed the business to control

me and I nearly closed just six months after opening. Then I

found a business mentor who helped me open my eyes to a

bigger world. The world of becoming a business owner. Back

then I knew how to run a restaurant, I lacked the skills at building

a business and a brand. 

The principles he taught me back then have become the

foundation of my coaching process today. I have helped 1000's of

restaurant break free from average and finally get the restaurant

and life they want. You can too. If you are willing to open your

mind to some new ways of thinking. My magnificent obsession is

to help you get the restaurant and life you want. 



The 8 Driving Forces of Restaurant Success

There are patterns to success and patterns of failure. Over

the last four decades I have studied the elements of

restaurant success and now I want to share them with you. 



FORCE NUMBER
ONE
You Need a FlexMAP

Business plans are so dead. Today, you need to be

constantly looking at the market and know exactly where

your brand is at any given time. Things move faster than

ever today and you have to be able to pivot quickly or risk

losing staff, guests, and revenue. 

 A FlexMAP or Flexible-Massive Action Plan take into

account 9 key factors: Culture, Strategy, Marketing,

Revenue, Staff, Menu, Training, Systems, and Personal

Growth. You need to be constantly monitoring these 9

keys to stay ahead of market changes before they are to

late.



How to use this force
Anticipate and Take Action

FlexMAPing is a combination of action plan with strategic planning. Your

FlexMAP™ has to keep key items in front of you and your team at all

times. We use a tool I created called The RestaurantMAP each month to

keep our eyes on those elements that drive grow and profits.

To create a FlexMAP™ you need to ask yourself 10 key questions. 

Here are 5 of them:

WHAT BUSINESS AM I IN? 

Your answer may seem obvious, but you need to drill a little deeper. For

instance, what business is Starbucks in? Most people would say the

coffee business. But ask Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz, and he will likely

tell you about his trip to Italy, where he saw people eagerly meeting in

cafes before and after work. He saw the promise of a transitional meeting

place between home and work, and that was the seed that grew into

Starbucks. He knew his business was about creating an experience, not

just delivering coffee.



What business are your really in?

How is this useful? Back in the early 1900s, if railroad companies in the

U.S. realized that they were really in the transportation business, not the

railroad business, they could have prevented the entire industry from

going bankrupt as the trucking industry took over. Having a business

map really means framing your business in terms that enable you to see

opportunities (and threats) that you might otherwise overlook. Knowing

what business you’re really in means having a deep and thorough

understanding of your customer and the value they gain from you.

To create a FlexMAP™ you need to ask yourself 10 key questions:

HOW IS BUSINESS? 

Once you really understand how to consistently offer more value than

anyone else in your market, you’re in a better position to identify where

you are now, and what it will take to get to where you want to be. You’ll

have more certainty about what your business needs to grow now, and

you’ll be better able to steer your organization in accordance with that

vision. Most important, you’ll understand what business you need to be

in to become the dominant force in your market.



Why did you start your restaurant?

Business takes a lot of energy if you’re going to make it truly successful.

That energy can get worn out, but you need to have a reason and a vision

of something you’re truly passionate about where you’re serving more

than yourself. Harness that passion to keep you moving forward.

WHY ARE YOU IN BUSINESS NOW?

Are you still passionate about your restaurant or has your relationship

become stained and a little resentful? It's not too late to fall back in love

with your brand. Restaurant Masterminds™ will give you the tools to

rekindle that passion you once had. 



FORCE NUMBER
TWO
Strategic Change Theory

Change is mandatory, growth is optional. Too many operators get

stuck in habits that no longer serve their business. You have to be

willing to open your mind to a new way of running your business. The

industry changes so quickly that if you think you know it all and do

not need to change, you'll quickly find yourself in the same situation

as the once famous Howard Johnson's chain...out of business.

Is innovation important? Ask Blockbuster if they saw Netflix coming.

Here’s a hard truth: The market will always be searching for

something new—and you, not your competitor, must be the one to

give it to them. Understanding and enacting these four principles is

essential to kick-starting a state of constant and successful evolution

in your business.



How to use this force
Understand the 4 Keys to
Strategic Change

1. UNLOCK AND UNLEASH YOUR POWER TO CREATE PROGRESS

Pinpoint what’s blocking your restaurant’s path forward. All the

motivation in the world is useless without insight into your (and your

brand’s) core values and mission. Use your FlexMAP™ to understand

where your brand is now and to clearly define where you want to be.

2. MAKE YOUR CHANGE COMPELLING

Only when you have a compelling vision. mission, and story behind your

restaurant, you'll be able to effectively create change in your market.

Come up with powerful reasons to change and innovate. That requires

you keep your finger on the pulse of what your market wants and

demands. And, remember changes comes in many flavors—it’s not just

about high-tech advances or efficiencies in your process. You can

innovate (or change) how you approach your relationship with your

guests, or add a new voice or perspective that sees your restaurant in a

new light.



3. LINK YOUR MENU TO YOUR SALES NUMBERS

The world’s most successful restaurants are constantly examining the

relationship between their menu and guest's behavior. Are there ways

you can adjust your menu to encourage higher frequency of visits (or

enhanced value)? What changes can you make to increase your guest

check average? Incremental improvements can generate geometric

sales growth.

4. STRATEGIZING SHOULD BE AN EMBEDDED SKILL

A quarterly meeting isn’t enough. Strategizing must be a part of your

restaurants’s culture, the same way customer service and quality control

are deeply embedded in your processes. Innovation and change is really

a daily habit, whereby you constantly reassess what your guests need

now, and what they will need in a year. It requires anticipation, and a

determination to never stop identifying new opportunities to serve your

guests better through fresh and inventive approaches. These four

principles can help you create a state of constant and successful

evolution in your business. Strategic innovation doesn’t have to be

glamorous. It just has to be consistent.



FORCE NUMBER
THREE
Effective Marketing Tactics

What do guests get from you, and what do they get from your

competitor? This is the essence of the customer experience, and it’s

what differentiates your restaurant. The better you are at shaping that

experience, the greater your reach—and your profits. Effective

marketing today, fundamentally, it requires knowing:

Who your guests are, where they are on social media, and what
they want and need.

How to tell your brand story in a way that compels them to visit.

Everything there is to know about your menu and services, so
you can educate your guests about why your offering is the best
choice.



How to use this force
Understand the 5 Essential Keys to
Effective Marketing

1. BE WHERE YOUR GUESTS ARE

You are there for your guest when they are looking for you. In today’s always-

on environment, you must meet that expectation by helping your guests

access information, get help, and share experiences, on their schedule,

across different forms of media, including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

LinkedIn, Snapchat, and other channels. Spend a few minutes daily

monitoring your social media presence, or assign a staff member to do so,

and you will gain valuable intelligence about your prospects and clients.

2. RESPOND QUICKLY AND WITH MEANING

Everything is immediate now. Guests expect prompt interactions. A quick

reply is valuable only when you fully understand a guest's questions,

intentions, and needs. You’ve spent years learning the competition; now it’s

time to learn your guest, and respond in a meaningful fashion when they

need your help or have a complaint.



3. UNDERSTAND THEIR GOALS, HELP THEM MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS

Social media channels provide the opportunity to ask your guests about what

they really want from your restaurant. In this consultative approach to

marketing, you’re letting each guest know, “We’re listening, and we want to

establish a long-term relationship with you.” When you really understand your

guest's needs, you can take massive action to create the outcomes that make

them feel welcome, important, and comfortable.

4. COLLABORATE WITH YOUR GUESTS TO CREATE VALUE

You’re not just marketing a restaurant—you’re offering a lifestyle. Successful

restaurants are more collaborative now than ever before, adding value that

helps guests realize their goals and supports their lifestyle. You must tailor your

menu and services to the guest, not the other way around, and that begins

with your marketing outreach.

5. ADD A PERSONAL TOUCH

You probably remember every detail from your restaurant’s earliest days—

including the face of your very first guest who walked in the door. Are your

current guests as memorable? Individualized relationships now trump routine

transactions. A thoughtful social media strategy, properly executed, will enable

you to become more familiar with your guests. You’ll then be in a position to

ask questions, gather intelligence, become more of a part of their extended

family. Add the personalized notes and touches that make your guests into

raving fans.



FORCE NUMBER
FOUR
Train for Sales Performance

80% of your sales come from 20% of your team.

In business, sometimes you have to re-think your approaches—even

those that have been successful—to create even bigger results. This is

especially true if you understand that your restaurant is a sales platform

to sell your menu and services. Force #4 of The 8 Driving Forces of

Restaurant Success is to improve your sales process.  Even if you’re in the

midst of your busy season, it’s essential to constantly optimize your sales

and the performance of your sales team (which are your servers and

bartenders).

These Five Strategies for Sales Performance are about selecting, training

and strategizing with sales people to produce better results.



How to use this force

1. START BY CHOOSING THE RIGHT PEOPLE

You must inspire a standard of greatness in everyone who represents your

restaurant. Choose people who are passionate about your brand, possess a

top-notch work ethic, aligh with your core values, and will be unstoppable in

growing your brand. They should posess the personality that is in

aligmnment with excellent guest services...they need to be positive and

friendly. 

2. RE-THINK YOUR TRAINING PROGRAM

Different restaurant concepts call for different services approaches. Even if a

new staff member has experience at another restaurant, you still need to

train them in the art of selling your menu and services effectively. Menu

training, guest interaction, and four-walls marketing are all critical to getting

you and your team on the same page.

5 Key Sales Performance Strategies



3. CLEARLY DEFINE YOUR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

You must maintain a constant dialogue with your team. Every aspect of your

ongoing relationship—from nitty-gritty to big picture—must be clearly defined.

• What markers will measure success?

• What are their expectations of you?

• What are your expectations of them? 

4. KEEP TABS ON PERFORMANCE

As your restaurant grows, communication can fall into dysfunction. Signals get

crossed, expectations obscured, and confusion reigns. Your advantage will come

from creating a specific set of Key Performance Indicators built against a defined

sales and performance schedule. Keep rigorous track of them and constantly be

training the team to improve.

5. KNOW WHEN IT’S TIME TO CUT TIES

Maybe the ROI just isn’t there. As the leader, you understand that it’s necessary

sometimes to sever ties with a team member who isn’t delivering the results you

need, even after much training and goal-setting. Continue to evaluate the

relationship long after the honeymoon stage. When your goals are no longer aligned

with those of a member of the team, parting ways allows you each to seek new

opportunities.



FORCE NUMBER
FIVE
Mine Your POS for Data

Have you ever tried playing golf? Then you know that the slightest adjustment

in your swing can mean the difference between slicing and shanking the ball

or driving it perfectly down the green. And it’s the same in restaurant business

— because what it comes down to is the fact that the smallest changes can

yield the biggest results.

When business isn’t going according to plan, and your brain keeps telling you

“nothing is working,” it can feel like you are a million miles away from where

you want to be. But the truth is, you’re really only 2mm away. This is true even

if you are performing above your standards, because there is always another

level. And to break through, it comes down to the little things. Because it’s

those tiny little habits that add up — a week from now, a month from now, a

year from now — to make a profound difference.

So ask yourself: what 2mm shifts can you make in
your restaurant to change everything?



How to use this force
One of the best places to start is to optimization and maximization the data

in your POS. This is about your ability to take an existing core process,

especially one that’s already been profitable, and execute it more efficiently

so that you are continuously evolving your business to the next level of

success. Because sometimes, the biggest growth opportunities don’t come

from new initiatives, but rather from taking the core processes the business

is already doing and executing them more effectively. A small improvement

made in a few key areas can result in geometric growth to the business as a

whole.

What should you focus on?

Opportunities for maximization can be found in almost every area of the

business: catering/private dining leads, guest check average, upsells, changes

to your sides and portions to lead to more sales and additional up-sells.

The key is to understand your menu mix and then use menu engineering to

really amp up the profits on your menu. 



Ask yourself what menu items have contributed to your success and which posed

new challenges and pricing and labor increase? What were the key decisions you

made over the last year and what resulted because of those choices? And how will

you maintain your strengths and build on your weaknesses?

Also make it a point to measure. After all, you can’t manage what you don’t measure.

Learn from your experience and results. Evaluate your successes and failures, and in

reliving the game, mentally prepare for the next one.

Remember, the little things aren’t little — they’re everything. Follow my 3:10:2
Equation™ to maximize your profits. Because it is in the details that you can

find the driving force for your business to reach the next level. And it is in making

these 2mm shifts now that you can achieve the most astounding results

tomorrow.

In Restaurant Masterminds™ you will learn the strategic five stages to find and

expand your key profit drivers as well as how to immediately implement this system

in your business. You’ll be amazed at the opportunities for optimization and

maximization and the effect that a few small changes can truly make.



FORCE NUMBER
SIX
Optimize Your Operations

50% of restaurants that open today will close within 3
years.

When you embrace the philosophy of Kaizen (or Constant and Never-ending

Improvement), you are always adapting, making new plans and projections for

your business and charting the path forward. But as countless disclaimers

state, past performance does not always indicate future results. While strategic

innovation is imperative, so too is keen attention to the small details that will

determine your levels of profit or loss. Your ability to measure these key

indicators and continuously make the right adjustments will determine your

levels of success as you grow your brand. 

This is about knowing the real markers of progress, having systems in place to

monitor these performance indicators on a daily basis, and taking corrective

action as needed. Following these three precepts will enable you to provide a

solid framework for growing your restaurant.



How to use this force

1. BE FINANCIALLY LITERATE

You wouldn’t attempt to fly a plane without a clearly visible instrument

panel. To avoid flying blind at the helm of your restaurant, you must be

intimately familiar with your P&L, prime costs, budgets and projections.

When you know what these are; what they mean; what affects them; and the

outcomes these financial statements predict, you are in a much better

position to avoid the inevitable turbulence and reach your ultimate

destination—your dream restaurant.

2. CONTAIN YOUR COSTS

We’ve all heard about new restaurant projects that go over budget by 200 or

300 percent. How does that happen? It’s hard to accurately predict the

future, and we’re all just bad estimators. The answer is to break the big

picture down into smaller chunks. You must be able to zero in and focus on

separate departments and processes and evaluate them regularly, along

with the performance of your people. When you have each line item nailed

down, you can identify your return on investment for each, and make the

adjustments that will keep your restaurant on track.

The 3 Key Components to Operational
Optimimization



PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

The best advice I ever received from my mentor was this: Never go cheap on accountants and

attorneys, get the best. 

You must engage with an experienced attorney who can make sure you are protected from liability for

things you might never see coming. Remember, the average lawsuit today begins with legal fees

upwards of $250,000. Lawyers are like football referees. They know the rules of the game, and when a

foul occurs, players pay their lawyers to straighten it out. This is how the game works…like it or not! An

investment in a quality attorney will save you a significant sum in the long run. Being able to measure

where your business is, where it’s going, and being able to see the blind spots that could get you into

trouble are paramount for any business. 

Same for an accountant! You want someone who is going to go to battle for your business. As you grow

more successful you'll want to hire an accountant that is skilled in asset protection for your legacy.



FORCE NUMBER
SEVEN
Turn Guests & Staff into Brand
Fanatics

The core strategy behind any outstanding restaurant, any brand who truly

dwarfs their competition and creates massive guest loyalty, is to anticipate and

meet your guests (and staff's) needs in a way that no one else is.

Others are discounting their menu or cheaper service. They are the

commodities. You are unique; you have differentiated your restaurant by

standing out in a bold way. This is the key to making sure no one else in your

industry even comes close. The bedrock principle behind Driving Force #7 is

culture!

It’s not just about being different, it’s about providing so much value that your

guests (and your team) can’t help but tell others about it—with genuine

enthusiasm and excitement. Here are four keys to enlisting your guests (and

team) in telling your story—and ensuring that your market position is always on

top.



How to use this force
1. DELIVER MORE THAN YOU PROMISE

You will always need to promote your menu or services, but as you convert

your one time guests into repeat visitors, give more value than they expect.

Surprise and delight them with added value, and they will reciprocate in

kind, sharing stories of your outstanding guests experience with their friends

and on social media—who are then primed to become your next guests

2. EMPOWER YOUR TEAM TO EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

Meeting minimum requirements is one way to run a business, and it’s a sure

route to failure. You and everyone on your team must be committed to

doing whatever it takes to make sure you have raving fan guests. You’ve

heard the legendary stories about how restaurant groups like Cameron

Mitchell take care of their guests. They have a saying, the answer is "YES!",

what is the question? You must empower your staff to take the initiative and

make the on-the-spot decisions that inspire lifetime loyalty. You have to

create a structure and a system that allows everyone in your restaurant to

consistently exceed your guests needs.

The 4 Keys To Create Brand Fanatics



3. REWARD YOUR BEST GUESTS

Remember, the most expensive thing you can do as a restaurant is to acquire a new guest.

For most restaurants, this takes up most of your time, energy and money, and is one of the

hardest things you do. Therefore, the easiest way to make additional money is to continually

and better serve the guests you have. Use your guest data (POS system) to identify those who

come back more often, spend more and refer others, and let them know how special they

are. Exceptional discounts, special offers and first-priority status are ways to ensure that you

don’t lose them to new competition. Also, your best guests deserve your best offers and

personalized communication. Get personal. 

4. CONTINUALLY ASK THEM WHAT THEY WANT

Innovation is essential today. Your restaurant must continue to evolve to effectively meet

your guests needs in unique and powerful ways, or you face the certainty that someone else

will rise to that challenge. So how will you evolve? Ask your guests! What is the biggest

challenge they are facing? Time? Convenience? How can you make it easier for them to do

business with you? And then figure out how to help them, in ways that they can’t help but

rave about your brand to others.



THIS IS THE HIDDEN FORCE THAT STOPS YOU FROM
GETTING THE RESTAURANT YOU WANT

The #1 Chokehold in ANY Restaurant IS The Psychology of the Leader
(Your Mindset & Habits)
We live in a world that is hyper-competitive and yet, while great systems and strategies can provide tremendous advantages, the ultimate

advantage is still the psychology and skills of the business owner or leader. Your restaurant is a reflection of your mindset and habits. 

Is cash flow really the problem? Is more competition truly limiting your growth? Is there really no way to break into a new market? Are there really

no good people out there to hire? Reframing your obstacle as an opportunity can provide you with endless possibilities for growth.

FORCE NUMBER EIGHT
MINDSET & HABITS



How can a restaurant owner grow his or her profits by 50
percent in the next 12 months?

The key to making documented, explosive profit gains is optimization and maximization. 

The goal is to make small, incremental changes that all together make your entire restaurant

significantly more efficient and profitable. If you're not doing this already, you're working

hard every single day and you're still not at the level you deserve. The secret is, little things

aren't little -- they're everything. Those little details -- every guest you get to return, every

margin you increase, every promotion you run, every transaction you make, every person you

hire -- if you don't measure it, you're not managing it. So if you're not managing the driving

forces of your business, you'll never get the profit levels you deserve.

I am a profit hunter. 

I know there's hidden profits in our restaurant, no question, and I'm going to find it no

matter what it takes. If we try something and it doesn't work, we're going to try something

else, and if that doesn't work, we'll make another change, and if that doesn't work, we'll shift

something else until we get the result we're after. You gotta see that I am obsessed with you

getting the restaurant and the life you want. 

Don't say I didn't warn you. 



Why Apply For Restaurant
Owner Bootcamp? 

THIS TRAINING IS ONLY FOR RESTAURANTS OWNERS THAT WANT A
GROWTH PLAN THEY CAN START USING IN THE NEXT 30-DAYS. YOU

CAN'T BUY A TICKT TO THIS EVENT...IT IS INVITE-ONLY SO APPLY NOW.



RO Bootcamp Benefits
BE PART OF AN ELITE GROUP

NEW PERSPECTIVES

BRAINSTORMING

The life of a restaurateur can be lonely – Sharing your dreams,

aspirations, and challenges with a group of like-minded

individuals makes it a lot less lonely! Plus of course, you are the

average of the five people you spend the most time with! Being

at The Restaurant Owner Bootcamp will change that average –

for the BETTER! 

Looking for new ideas for your business? Have a new idea for

your business? Want objective feedback and help with that

idea? The group will provide more insights and constructive

feedback on your ideas.

Share your ideas and alternatives with your fellow Bootcamp

Alumni. If you are not sure what to do next, what direction to go

in, the collective power of the Alumni will kick in and get you

back on track! 

ACCOUNTABILITY
At the end of the two-day training you will have an action plan,

objectives you need to meet before the next meeting – which

the Group will hold you accountable for. It takes real discipline

to succeed in any endeavor. Being held to account by your

bootcamp colleagues ensures you maintain the disciplined

behavior necessary to succeed in your business.

INSIGHTS INTO YOURSELF

INCREASED PROFITS

A RO Bootcamp Group will challenge you to grow your business

to its fullest potential. It is easy to get sidetracked and

distracted in day-to-day business activity – with the networking

capacity of the group, you will keep on track. We also give you

the tools to become more effective and efficient.

Many restaurants leave money (profits) on the table – the

purpose of the group is to help you take full advantage of all the

opportunities that surround you and build your business into

the huge success it deserves to be.



DO SOMETHING
TODAY THAT

YOUR FUTURE
SELF WILL

THANK YOU
FOR.

Our actions and decisions today will shape the way 
you will be living in the future.

https://donaldburns.typeform.com/to/A2sduNEq

